Figure 1. The Vision Template
The cataloger was instructed to tag each repetition of a data value in a particular field with the vocabulary name fi'om which the data value was taken. In the Subject field, it was acceptable to express the concept as a single word, a phrase, or a string. No single thesaurus was recommended for the Subject category and indexers were free to choose from any of those in the drop dovwi box or from their own local Usts. Selection of either broader or narrower terms was also up to the individual indexer.
the subject matter of works of art. T'he Union I KI of Artist Names and the Thesaurus of Geographic Kames arc tools developed by the Getty Research Institute for identifying artists i'lP.d places. The Library of Congress Subject and Name Aulhonn" files arc not discipline-based but can be very useful in idt'nH tying specific people, places, and events depicted in works of Art The Library of Congress Thesaurus for Graphic Materials I and it have particular relevance for two-dimensional graphic wnrk>.
In hierarchically arranged thesaiiri such as the AAT, terms are situated within a conceptual conteKi ^ind organized into broad, hierarchically arranged classes. The AA'I, for example, is divided into seven broad classes called facets. Hach facet is further subdivided into smaller classes called hierarchies. In the AAT, the Objects facet contains bierarcWes such ;!s Built Works, Visual Works, Furnishings, Costume, and Components. Each term is placed within this hierarchically arranged structure and is therefore identified with a class representing a broader concept than that of the individual term. For example, a term such as "chapel" wiJl be located within the Built Works hierarchy which itself belongs to the Objects facet. ICONCLASS is similarly organized within a hierarchical structure except that its structure is often deeper and its organization is based upor subject content rather than aspects of the object's physical torm
The Hypothesis
The XTSION template contains two lubject fields, one pertaining to the work and one pertaining to the image of the work. An analysis of VISION records indicates that tor architecture and complex works of art, it is useful to make the dlstLnction between the subject of the work or object as a whole and the subject of the part or detail as seen in a single view. Therefore^ the following analysis includes vocabulary terms from both the Work Subject and the Visual Document (image) Subject tieidb. Ihe Vl^A. Core Categories define Subject for both the work and the visual document as "terms or phrases that characteri/.e what the work depicts, what is depicted in it, or what concepts are expressed by the work." It answers the quesiion "What ib Uie work of or about?" Subject terms m.ay be generic sucK as "woman" or specific such as "Martha Washington." They rnav describe a person, a place or an event. They may be iconographic terms such as the Three Graces or abstract concepts sucii as truth or justice.** Because subject matter always refers bock to the object it describes, tlie relationship between subject And object began to direct the focus of the study. In the VRA Core Categories, the category that best indicates the kind of object being described in the record is the Work Type category Work lype answers the question "what is the work's generic name?" Altaipiece, drawing, drinking vessel, palace, and garden are examples of Work Type terms. In the VISION project both Work lype aj\d Subject terms come from recommended thesauri or from k>cal jists. Almost all the terms used to describe Work Type come from Ihe AAT. Terms used to describe Subject come from a varieiy of sources, but primarily from the AAT and local lists.
The AATs structural approach to organizing vocabulary laid the groundwork for this analysis. Because the terms used to describe Work Type are consistently taken fro-n ihc AAT, I began the analysis by sorting VISION records by object or work type terms. Terms in the Work Type field were tagged with tiieir corresponding AAT hierarchy. Subject terms were also tagged by broader concepts using a set of classes derived primarily from hierarchies found in the AAT and ICONCLASS. Records were sorted by W'ork Type hierarchies. The first set to be analyzed came from tlie AAX hierarchy. Built Works. The analysis revealed that over three-quarters of their corresponding subject terms came from three AAT hierarchies--Single Built Works, Components, and Visual Works. This led to an initial hypothesis that broad classes of object types such as Built Works might predict broad classes of subject types such as Components. Although this seemed to hold true for architecture, would it prove true for other types of works?
The Methodology
In order to test the hypothesis, the investigation focused on a comparison of records for two work types, paintings and buildings. The Buildings subset was limited to single built works-buildings-as defined in the AAT. This definition states that the concept is used for "structures, generally enclosed, that are used or intended to be used for sheltering an activity or occupancy."-"" By this definition, some single built works fit the definition of building and some do not. The subset included records for the following types of buildiiigs: churches, temples, mosques, basilicas, cathedrals, museums, schools, factories, office buildings, libraries, terminals, apartment houses, tombs, henges, and kivas. Excluded were records for city plans, acropoli, architectural complexes consisting of more than one structure, bridges, gardens, parks, landscape architecture, obelisks, and arches. Also excluded were records for architectural diagrams, plans, and models. Of the 1,166 records in the VISION database, one hundred forty-five records met the requirements for the Buildings subset and also contained data values in the Work Subject or the Visual Document Subject field.
The Painting subset was based upon the AAT's definition for paintings, "unique works in which images are formed primarily by the direct application of pigments, arranged in masses of color, onto a generally two-dimensional surface."'^' Included in the painting subset were paintings by material or technique such as frescoes, paintings by location or context such as murals and vase painting, and paintings by form such as scrolls or nrviniatures. Illuminated manuscripts were excluded primarily because they are excluded from the AAT's Visual Works-Painting hierarchy. Two hundred and twenty-nine records met the requirements of the Painting subset and also contained data values in the Work Subject or the Visual Document Subject field.
Each data value in the Subject field Was identified with its corresponding class or hierarchy. Therefore, a data value such as "dome" that had been tagged with the AAT as its source would be checked in the AAJ and identified as coming from the Components hierarchy. Nearly all of the object terms and most of the subject terms for the Buildings subset come from the AAJ. Examples of some of the classes used to group subject terms for the Buildings subset are Components, Materials, and Processes and Techniques.
While most of the object terms in the Painting subset also come from the AKT, subject terms were far more of a challenge to classify since over half come from either local lists or no list at aU. Over half of the terms are not tagged with a standard thesaurus. Subject classes devised for the Painting subset were drawn from several sources, primarily the AAT and ICONCLASS. Some of the ICONCLASS classes were modified in order to regroup and simplify a concept. Christian Iconography, Classical Mythology, People, and Events are examples of some of the Subject classes used for the Painting subset (see Appendix 2 for a complete Ust of subject classes). Most of the AAT classes were adopted without change, but many of the ICONCLASS classes were merged and simplified. For example, the Christian Iconography class represents a merging of two ICONCLASS classes-class 1. Religion and Magic and class 7. Bible-the Old and New Testament. Several AAT classes, such as People and Events, were expanded in order to include both specific and generic terms and names. A class called Plants and Animals was created out of classes from both the AAT and ICONCLASS. The AAT lists some plants but no animals, and ICONCLASS lists many plants and animals, but in a number of different hierarchies. Several classes not found in either thesaurus were added. The Classification class was added to accommodate strings like Painting-16-Italy that seemed to represent local classification schemes. The Geographic Place Names class was added to accommodate names of cities, towns, sites, countries, etc.
Analysis
Most of the terms used in the Work Type field for both the Building and Painting subsets come from the AAT. LCSH and local Usts are the only other sources used to supply terms in this Held. This is not surprising, as the AAT was recommended for the Work T)T3e category. Ninety-three per cent of the terms in the Buildings subset and eighty-nine per cent of the terms in the Painting subset are AAT terms. No single thesaurus was recommended for subject terms, but the AAT continued to be the thesaurus of choice for the Biiildings subset. Seventy-three per cent of the terms used to describe what the work is of or about come from the AAT. In the Painting subset, orUy thirty per cent of the terms used to describe the subject come from the AAT. The largest number of terms, forty per cent, come from local lists. Twelve per cent of the terms are not tagged with a source. Eleven per cent come from LCSH and five per cent come from ICONCLASS. 
Indexing Depth
Indexing is typically measured by the number of terms used to express a concept, often referred to as exhaustivity or depth of indexing. It is difficult to draw any conclusions about indexing practices from the VISION database because the number of repetitions was preset to four. However, it is possible to see a difference between the two subsets. The Buildings subset appears to have the greater depth of indexing (more terms used) to name the object. Every record analyzed in the study has at least one term in the Work Type field making the percentage of terms in the first repetition one hundred per cent. The difference is most obvious in the second repetition where sixty-one per cent of the records in the Buildings subset contain data values compared to only twentyeight per cent in the Painting subset. Subject terms come from two fields, the Work Subject field and the Visual Document Subject Held. In order to qualify for the subset, a data value only needed to appear in one of the two fields. Ninety-seven per cent of the records in the Painting subset contain a data value in the first repetition compared to seventy-nine per cent for Buildings. The Painting subset has a higher percentage of data values for each subsequent repetition with a greater overall depth of indexing as compared to both the Buildings subset and the database as a whole. 
Indexing Specificity
Specificity refers to the precision used in the selection of terms. In a range of broad to narrow, the narrower the concept, the more specific the term. In the Buildings subset, catalogers often use a broad term in the Work Type Held and a more speciHc or narrower form of that same term in the Subject Held. A cursory examination of other terms used in the Subject Held for the Buildings subset suggests that this tendency to repeat a term used in another Held or to use a narrower form of the term is quite common. Terms used in other Helds such as the Materials and Techniques Helds often occur again in the Subject Held. Another interesting anomaly of the Buildings subset is the use of the word architecture. The word is typically used in the Work Type Held. Most of the time, the AAT is identiHed as the source. What seems puzzling about the use of this word in the Work Tjrpe Held is that the word architecture does not appear in the AAT's Objects Facet from which other terms used to describe the built environment come. Instead, it appears in the Activities facet, in the Disciplines hierarchy.
Using the word as a discipline in the Work Type field is iaconsistent with the Held's purpose, which is to describe a particular type of work. Several explanations are possible. Catalogers may be using the term in the Work Type Held to describe the built work in its broadest sense, as though it were actually an object term. Another possibility is that catalogers are using the term as a classiHcation term.^ In the Painting subset, the vocabulary used in the Work Type Held is generally not repeated in the Subject field. When narrower concepts are used, they differ in content as in the record for the painting. The Daughters of Edward Darley Boit. In this example, the term used in the Work T5^e Held is painting. One of the data values used in the Subject Held is portrait. The word portrait is used to describe the content of the painting, not its physical form, and in that respect is a quite different approach to spedHcity. 
Subject Classes
For the Building subset, most of the terms used to describe both the object and the subject can be fovmd in the AAT Built Works, Visual Works, and Components Hierarchies. Of the top twelve classes used to describe the building's subject, seventysix per cent of the terms come from three classes : People, Styles and Periods, and Geographic Place Names. The only two classes not found in the AAT are Classification and Geographic Place Names. The top twelve subject classes in the Painting subset include Christian Iconography, Visual Works, People, Associated Concepts, Classification, Settlements/Landscapes, Plants and Animals, Processes and Techniques, Built Envirorunent, Physical Activities, Disciplines, and Classical Mythology. Over half of the terms come from the top two classes, Christian Iconography and Visual Works. The rest are more evenly spread among the other ten classes. The statistics may be skewed for this study because the data may reflect the western bias in the holdings of the participating institutions. The second most popular class-the Visual Works classincludes terms from the AAT's Visual Works hierarchy, particularly visual works by subject tj^e such as portraits, still lifes, and figures. Many of the same terms can be foimd in several ICONCLASS classes. The People class includes both generic people such as teachers as well as specific people by name. Generic terms come from the AAT's People hierarchy and from several of the ICONCLASS classes. The AAT does not include people by name. Specific names of people from classical and Christian mythology can be foimd in ICONCLASS. Some historical names can also be found in ICONCLASS, but the Library of Congress name and subject authority files are generally the best sources for the names of people and events. Terms for the Plants and Animals class come mostly from ICONCLASS since the AAT does not include animals. Subjects from classical mythology are not covered in the AAT, but many terms are covered in ICON-CLASS. The other classes conform to the AAT hierarchies.
Observations
The purpose of this study was to gain a better understanding of how image indexers make choices when describing subject matter for works of art and architecture. In the VISION project, those choices were, at least in part, governed by the indexers' knowledge of and ability to use controlled vocabularies. The study indicates that catalogers sdll need training and experience in using controlled vocabularies including the AAT. The tendency not to use some thesauri such as ICONCLASS and TGM suggests a general lack of familiarity with these thesauri. One explanation might be that image catalogers have not had access to these thesauri until recently since they have only become available online within the last few years. Like the AAT, ICONCLASS was developed to describe works of art, and for subject indexing it fiUs a huge void where the AAT leaves off. Unfortunately, its organizational structure is not always very intuitive, and its emphasis on western iconography limits its usefulness; but its coverage of some areas such as Christian iconography is very thorough, and it is surprising that it was used so seldom by the VISION catalogers.
More workshops at national conferences, particularly in the use of the AAT and ICONCLASS would help to raise the level of image indexing and increase consistency of descriptive cataloging in image databases. Cataloger participation via an online process for contributing terms should also be encouraged. ICONCLASS in particular states that one of its objectives is to broaden its user base. This study verifies that need. Two ways to do that are to offer instruction and to afford opportunities for the users to provide feedback.
The VISION database also reveals the need for descriptive guidelines, particularly if visual resources catalogers ever hope to participate in shared cataloging. Even if shared cataloging is not a goal, successful retrieval is, whether from a stand-alone database or a shared database. Optimum retrieval depends upon record consistency that will not be achieved with a set of data elements alone.
An analysis of the Work Type and Subject fields indicates that the AAT is the primary choice for terms used to name the object. Its ability to provide terms needed to describe subject matter may be limited to certain work types. For works with narrative content such as paintings, local lists seem to be favored. Whether this is because of a lack of knowledge and experience with thesauri such as ICONCLASS could not be ascertained from this study.
The data were inconclusive regarding the initial hypothesis that classes of object types might predict classes of subject types, but increasing the variety of object types in the study may prove to be more informative. There appear to be differences in the way paintings and buildings are indexed for subject access, but a much larger sample would be needed in order to draw any conclusions or provide a plausible list of subject classes based on object types.
The VISION database is oiw of the few oniiiie examples of shared cataloging confined to images of arf, architectiire, and cultural artifacts. Although limited in size, it oiicrs a rare opportunitj' to study the choices image indexers ri-.a^o in describing works of art and architecture. The data cornpi'od in this study suggest ways that image indexing could be improved and offers some potential theories for further inquiry.
Notes

